Modification of the properties of a translocation in the German cockroach by selection.
A stock of Blattella germanica bearing the interchange T(3; 12)/3;12 was subjected to close inbreeding with selection for random disjunction at metaphase I. After 3-4 generations of selection, interchange quadrivalent chiasma frequency decreased, variability in free bivalent chiasma frequency increased sharply, and individuals with either random or directed disjunction were present in the stock. Random disjunction was modified from a ratio of 2∶1∶1∶2 (adj.-1; alt.-1; adj.-2; alt.-2) to a ratio of 1∶1∶1∶1. After 7-8 generations of selection, chiasma frequency appeared to stabilize at lower than normal levels and variability decreased for both quadrivalents and free bivalents. Directed disjunction was modified from a ratio of 2∶1∶1∶4 to 1∶1∶1∶2, and no individuals with the original high level of directed disjunction were detected. Chains-of-four tended to orient randomly, especially in individuals where the ring quadrivalents showed directed disjunction. Relaxation of inbreeding, but not selection, produced an increase in chiasma frequency and variability in both free bivalents and quadrivalents, but the modified ratios for both random and directed disjunction were retained. These results are discussed with respect to inbreeding effects and genetic control of chiasma frequency and metaphase I disjunction in interchange quadrivalents.